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I meant to say: “You should never
Use a rolling pin on pizza dough.
It pushes out the air.”

I said: “Plough a field of wheat.
Build wire skeletons for the tomato vines
To twist up and around.
In the summer, lose half of your crop yield
To locusts. In the winter, fight off packs of wolves, 
Howling for your dairy cows and the pigs
You’ll use for pepperoni.
Start building your oven in early spring
And by April, given enough sunlight,
The bricks will have dried in place. 
When you build the cooking fire,
Use Applewood. For the heat.
For the smell.

Assemble your stone ground flour,
Your fresh, wild yeast.
Watch the dough grow,
The gluten stretching the flour,
Elasticizing. The yeast makes it respirate,
Gasp in a gallon of air and make pillows with it.
Little pockets. Pull the mozzarella

W
hat a Jackass I Am

 at Dinner Parties
Conor Hogan
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Into soft, white, milky mounds. Sauce 
The tomatoes you watched for months,
As they went from green bulbs
To scarlet balloons of sweet fruit
Swollen by the sun. 
When you slide the disc of bread 
And sauce and cheese from the fire,
It will be the best thing you’ve ever eaten.”

Of course, now she’s withdrawn.
She’s sitting back from the table 
And our friends are all watching me,
Hard, half-eaten crusts in their hands.
Between us all, the cheese
On her attempt at pizza 
Has hardened at room temperature.
Gone stale.
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I’m lucky really; when the white Subaru Forester flips
And rolls belly up, I hit the back of the seat
In front of me. I break five ribs.
Three of them shatter at the costal groove,
That rounded edge that hugs my lungs,
Grooves fill with blood and torn muscle fiber.
I fracture a pelvic bone, bruise my jaw,
Rub road rash on half of my body.
I piss blood for two days. Cough it,
For months. When I pull the tissue from my mouth,
I’m reminded of me, a pulp of a thing.
Coughed and spat from a broken body.

Later, the doctor says I might have a limp.
He apologizes for my thigh,
Says the removed as much glass
And black asphalt as they could. 
In a month, keloids will form,
Pink and brown bumps down my legs. Not even
My skin can scar right.
Blame my mother. She gave me her skin, her eyes,
Her ears. Ears that listen for my cry at night,
When the morphine wears out.
Arms that wrap around me; hold me,
Rock me, like a child. Protect me, like ribs.
Arms that lift me onto the toilet 
And calloused hands, a mother of five’s hands, 
That wipe me, like when I was a toddler.

W
atching M

y Sister Learning to Breathe Again
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I see you watching me, little brother,
I know what you’re thinking. If you sat in the car,
You’d have flown head first through the windshield
And out. Your forehead would have pushed 
Through the glass, started the spider web 
Of cracks that spread across it,
Exploded them out. 
You’d have gone twenty feet without dropping.
Slid to a bloody stop, 
Corneas scratched—you couldn’t look away.
The white of your ramus, shown to the world,
Then greyed by the road.

Would you have worn a seatbelt?
Walked away with whiplash and dizzy spells,
“Mild lacerations,” and a prescription
For Tylenol, like everyone else in the car?
Would you have loved our mother? 
When she held you and afterwards;
Would you have forgiven the uncomfortable way
She looked at your scars, worried about 
The way the world would see 
Her daughter, the way they sneered
At her own scars, big lines
Around her belly, where she held us.
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you
are the kind of girl
i’d come out to my father for
take you home
to that town that
raised me - grew me 
like tobacco in those 
fields in north carolina
hold your hand and walk
head held high, let them watch 
while we break the law a few times

you
m

adison w
alsh
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Shall I compare thee to a summer day?
Thou art more humid and more gay,

Rough spots do bake thy intoxicated crotch with tidings of dismay,
As unprotected sex’s lease, hath far too short a grace...

For now the eye of hell doth shine upon thy unfortunate dick,
And all the fair vaginas doth run in havoc, for their so far untainted lives,

Whether this be chance or nature’s changing course un-trojanized,
Thy eternal puss of passage shall not fade,

Nor loose possession of the just Herpes that showeth,
Nor shall hoes any longer brag about thy presence, thy sexy bod and face,

When in continual outbreak thy pain doth sprouteth,
For so long as women can breathe, and their eyes can see,

So long lives this, and this gives abstinence to thee.

Sonnet 18- 
(Shall I compare thee to a summer day?)

(Shakespeare Parody)
Christiana lloyd-kirk
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I follow the waving paw of my lucky cat 
Into the lights of a train at Xintiandi station 
just before the French quarter of Shanghai. 

Suddenly I’m an English teacher. I’m making 
flashcards of fruit translated to English 
but I keep drinking imported Irish whisky. 

My friend Wei Lin and I share three watermelons 
over the course of three weeks before he left 
and then it’s just me and China. 

I’m that man again, lonely and vulnerable. 
Like throbbing ducks hanging headless 
dripping inside a corner store of Mandarin cuisine. 

I’m inside my apartment in the alley 
masturbating to daytime television. 
A girl in an ad for bras looks like Jane. 
But Jane was a Korean baptist. 
She’s in Chicago saving children 
and tossing her midnight hair like brushstrokes. 

I wonder if my lucky cat is laughing at me. 
I bet I look pretty foolish with my pants down, 
looking for smut like a monk for enlightenment.

A M
onth Alone in Shanghai w

ith M
y Lucky Cat 

karl view
eg
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Right?
Because laughing out loud no longer takes sound,
And emphasizing words doesn’t have to be loud,
If you put them in capital letters, 
RIGHT? 

Because if you can “type the type” you’re living a life,
And a mass much greater than me,
Has erased the line between,
WHO WE ARE
And what our statuses read.

But where will the words be when we need to scream? 
Will we sob through emoticons and OMG?
Will our tears drip down our cheeks digitally? 
 
Which will we do first? 
Shove a gun in our mouths,
Or delete our twitter accounts?

Normally I would separate my writing from I,
But for now,
With my world made up of a million accounts,
Calling themselves by my name,
The only thing that I have left is the idea that the I still exists.

lol
w

eston w
illiam

s
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I like to remember my terrible twos,
When the only thing I knew how to communicate,
Was that I had to use a bathroom.

That’s how I feel when I look around a room. 
And what I’d like to write across all your screens with chalk,
Is to look up, please give me some talk.  
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I wish I was a rock
smooth and flat, so
young fingers could pry me from
my bed,
pick me up,
and fling me across
a quiet river.

I would skip
skip
skip against ephemeral silence.
Sending shivers against 
the water’s shoulders.
Three quick dimples,
and I’m
gone.

Gently falling
through green and murky light with
bubbles flicking slick chills across
my dimpled skin.

Below, a hundred pebbles

Drow
ning.

Bliss rose
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freckled across vanilla sugar.
I sink
and slowly nestle between
water-polished granite.

As minnows
dance around my crown,

I am still.
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Do you remember the first time 
you said you loved me
your lips were chapped from the winter’s
dry air
yes I do
You were nervous because we were
out with your family
picking a Christmas tree and
you didn’t want them to see
they saw
It was cold and flurrying little
flakes landing on our cheeks and
eyelashes, batting and blushing
you bite your lip when you’re nervous
Remember when I spilled hot chocolate
all over my best friend’s boots
and made a huge mess that your mom 
cleaned up, she hated me
no she thought you were shy
I wish we could relive those nights 
when we were still in love and you
didn’t care what your friends thought 
you just loved me

I wish you would give me another
chance to prove that I’m

First
ALix clise
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worth everything I said I was

I wish you would be who you were on
those winter nights when you kissed
me in the snow, not who you were
when you forgot my uncle’s funeral or
when you cheated on me in college or
when you said I wasn’t as pretty as your 
friend or when you hid me or when you dropped 
out of college or when you got arrested for 
taking Molly at a concert or when you 
left me alone at the carnival or
when you disappointed your mom and made her cry 
at night wondering where she went wrong
like I did 
I wish I loved you still
me too
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fly across a lake. His pepper flake feathers 
fastened to a flaccid gut. His barbed talons 
wire that surround Al Capone in Alcatraz. 

He descends on a crippled branch above.
“Hello,” I say. He doesn’t say it back.
 “What do you know about this lake?”

I toss a Snickers wrapper beneath him.
“You know nothing,” I say, as ants 
engulf the sugar playground I built them.

He releases a sigh heavier than dusk fog,
shuffling his stout body across the branch
closer to where I sit, and he tells me 

the many things he knows about the lake.
How cement gargoyles replaced his nest
and destroyed his home to increase visitors.

How the geese returned from the north,
trash trails of great lakes and twelve
expecting mothers back to the lake with them.

How the lake hates flavored water and light
syrup. How the lake asks for a Big N’ Tasty

TODAY I SAW
 A FALCON

L.A. Sche
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with extra ketchup, and a Pepsi with no ice.

How the lake’s favorite color is turquoise.
How the lake wants to be an astronaut.
How the lake is Christian and a Democrat.

“If you want to know more, you’ll have to ask
the lake yourself.” His tone was bitter like envelope
seal adhesive. And so I went, past chain smokers

hidden by vaporized tar, past a recycling bin
where I toss the Snickers wrapper, down to
barren base of the lake. “Hello,” I say. 

The lake doesn’t say it back.
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When a bug bites you you are told not to scratch at the mark they left
Because doing so will only make it worse
Being one who wasn’t prone to bug bites I did not need this lesson often
My best friend however was like a buffet and every insect alive wanted to take 
A
Bite
Out
Of 
Her
So it was fair to assume that by 16 she knew not to scratch the places she had been bitten
She didn’t

When depression bites you you are told not to scratch at the mark it leaves
Because you will only make it worse 
Being one who is prone to anxiety I did get this lesson often 
My best friend however was more like a buffet 
Depression, anxiety, and thoughts of imperfections took 
Every 
Bite
Out
Of 
Her
So it was fair to assume that at 16 she would scratch every place the disease had bitten
That she would spread the illness from her mind to her body
Using Cuts as checkpoints 
Mile markers for how far the illness had traveled through her
That she would hide behind medication and creams she never used

They made her drowsy and she had to be alert 
Ready for the impending bites 
So she could fight it off SMACK it in the same way she would a mosquito

The best way to get a bug to stop biting you is to kill it
And my best friend had, by the age of 16, seen her fair share of bug bites 
So it is fair to assume that at her age the only logical thing to do to stop the bugs in her brain 
from biting her would be to kill them even, if it meant killing herself too—

she did.

BUGS
SASHA ROUZEAU
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w
e crossed the caribbean w

ith no ark
claudia m

ontilla

  I am the powerless halfling 
  Y solo puedo decirte que te quiero.

Her ears are clogged with sea water, stained red with the consequences of her heritage.
My dual-languages can’t save her. I am no barge, no useful bridge, I connect nothing. 
Shelter me Mamá, the water is cold and god has abandoned us.

Uneducated, loud and intimidated, dry and barking at me: “We speak English here”
Myself, mild and fearful, unaccented but soaking in proud rain: “sir, I wasn’t talking to you”
My Mamá’s ears are clogged with Sea water, and it marks her with the blood of our heritage.

Mamá’s skin is made from sugar cane, her pigment dark as its product.
Her lengua sharp in Español, it cuts the loud man’s ears, causes him to protest.
I can’t shelter you Mamá, water clogs my throat, and colonial Noah’s god has left us to sink.

My own skin is made of island’s sand, my pigment light as reflected sun.
My lengua sharp in blasphemous inglès, the same that invades Mamá’s cobblestone streets.
La Borinqueña drowns in sea water, her anthem stained red with flag blood. 

I can’t sing to you the way coqui frogs do;
Mamá, I can’t bring you back to your island home. 
No matter what I do your ears will leak sea water, they will bleed with the loss of your heritage.
I did my best Mamá, but sea water is too deep and wet shelters have no god.
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Com
in’ hom

e soon
Allison Green

 The sickness first ate up his right lung, and then after 
that, his left. And then it got his throat and he can’t talk too 
good anymore like he used to. Dr. Brown said maybe he could 
help, but Ma says it’s too much money and we ain’t got any 
extra being as Daddy can’t work anymore. 
 Anyway, he said he’d rather go on his own time and not 
be poked by all Dr. Brown’s pointy needles, or at least that’s 
what Ma said he said. Daddy’s staying in bed mostly, and I 
don’t like to go in too much. It smells funny. Once, Ma left the 
door open a crack, and I peeked inside when she was in the 
kitchen. He was just sleeping, but his breaths were real loud 
and noisy, and it smelled like the cleaner Ma uses on the floors 
in the summertime.
 Ma made me go in the room the other week. She said 
Daddy had something to say to me, and I’d better listen careful 
or else. I said I was on my way to the fort to meet Darrel, but 
she pushed me through the door and shut it real quick behind 
me. Daddy was sititng up, reading the paper with the old quilt 
covering his legs, but I could still seem them poking up, and 
they looked about as skinny as mine. 
 “Come here, Leslie.”
 I took a step closer to the bed. There was a big bag 
filled with weird yellow stuff sitting on the ground with a 
tube running up the side and under the quilt. His hands were 
holding the paper real tight, crinkling the picture of the moon 
on the front and the big words: “Satellite to Orbit Moon.” 
Daddy’s hands looked all wrinkly and bony. I never 
remembered them looking so small, but maybe I just never 
noticed. 
 “The Orioles lost again, Leslie.”
 I didn’t say anything. Dad hated when the Orioles lost. 
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He didn’t like to talk about it. 
 “How’s the fort comin’ along?”
 “Fine,” I said. 
 He folded the paper up and laid it on the bed. He reached 
out one of his hands and took mine, and we looked at the two 
hands holding each other on his belly. 
 “I understand why you don’t like to come in here, darlin’, 
but I’ve missed you.”
 He looked at me all sad, but I just barely made out what 
he was saying ‘cuz his voice was all weird and rattily. 
 “I gotta go pretty soon, okay, kiddo? Your Ma’s gunna 
need a lot of help around here. You might not be able to play in 
the woods so much. I want you to be helpful like Ginny.”
 “Are you going out on the ships again?”
 “Not on this trip.”
 “Then who’s going to fly the planes?”
 His blue eyes got all crinkly and he smiled, but I couldn’t 
think of what was so funny. Mostly I was mad. I hated when he 
left. 
 “Well, they’ll find somebody. Lots of boys can fly.”
 “But they won’t be as good as you.”
 He laughed once, but then he started choking and 
coughing and reached for his handkerchief on the table. He 
was coughing even louder, and then all of the sudden the 
handkerchief was all covered in dark red blood. I took a step 
back, and he reached out his hand like he wanted something. I 
ran and got Ma. 

*
 When I woke up in the morning, the door to their room 
was wide open and the bed was made just like he used to do it, 
nice and crisp, like the Navy taught him, and just the same way 
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I do mine.
 Ginny was awake and scrabbling some eggs on the stove, 
and she was crying pretty quiet but with a lot of tears. When 
she heard me come in, she said, “Oh, Leslie!” and bent down 
and hugged me real tight, but I shoved her off. I hate it when 
my sister hugs me. 
 It was pretty cold outside. I let Chance out of his kennel 
and hugged him real tight. His long fur felt nice and cold, and 
I buried my face in his neck. Then we ran to the fort Darrel 
and me started making last summer, all the way past the frozen 
creek and hopped right over the big fallen oak that gets all 
soggy in the winter. 
 I sat on my hands down on the cold hard floor and 
Chance laid down panting real hard beside me. I thought about 
that bloody handkerchief and Daddy’s ugly, loud breathing and 
his skinny legs. I’m glad he’s gone. He smelled weird and talked 
funny. Maybe he’ll be better when he comes home. Ma always 
made me go outside when I was sick. She said fresh air does 
everybody good. 
 And he never even played outside with me anymore, 
anyway. What’s the point of a dad if he can’t throw the baseball 
to you or wrestle with you on the living room rug when he gets 
home from work?
 Darrel showed up a little while later. He always slept later 
than me and his ma made him take a bath in the morning. I 
don’t know why. We always get real dirty working on the fort, 
anyway. He crawled through the little window and sat down 
next to Chance, petting him once on the head. He was looking 
at me all weird. 
 “Stop looking at me like that,” I said.
 “Mom said I shouldn’t come. Said you wouldn’t be here, 
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anyway.”
 “Why? We always meet here on Saturdays.”
 “Well…” 
 Darrel takes too long to say anything.
 “Never mind. You go get the nails. I buried them by the 
oak tree trunk.”
 We worked on the fort all day. Well, I did. Darrel left to 
eat lunch, but I wasn’t too hungry. My stomach felt empty, but 
not hungry. 
 It was plain dark by the time I got home. I fed Chance 
and locked him back up in the kennel. He started whining 
when I walked away and I felt real sad. When I got inside, I 
saw Larry was home, which was weird because he usually only 
comes home for Thanksgiving. He was sitting at the table with 
Ginny and Ma. Ginny was still crying and Ma was holding her 
and rocking her like a baby. Larry was saying something about 
calling old Aunt Dot, and Ma’s eyes were all red. I ran up and 
gave Larry a big ole hug, and he squeezed me a little hard. 
 “Where’ve you been? Ma’s got enough to worry about 
without you being gone all day.”
 “I was at the fort. Will you come play cowboys with me?”
 “Not now, Leslie.”
 He went on talking about some sort of service, but I don’t 
know why. We didn’t really go to church so much these days, 
and I liked it better that way, anyway. Ma always shoved me 
in Ginny’s old itchy pink dress and made me sit on those hard 
benches. No moving allowed and nothing at all to play with. 
But Daddy would always give me one of his peppermints to 
suck on. They were a little too spicy for me, but I liked them 
anyway. 
 That night when Ma came and tucked me in, I asked her 
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when Daddy was coming home. She let out a big, loud sigh and 
said that he wasn’t coming home at all. He was gone up to be 
with the good Lord in heaven. 
 “Is he flying planes up there, Mama?”
 “Sure, baby. Sure.” 

*
 Not too much is different since Daddy went away into the 
sky. Ma’s been going through all his stuff in the attic. She says 
we gotta sell some of it in order that we don’t go under.
 “Under where?” I asked her, but she just went on folding 
all the old uniforms and didn’t care to answer me. 
 She did let me keep Daddy’s old pilot jacket though. It’s 
been keeping me pretty warm which is good ‘cuz my old coat 
don’t fit me anymore. Daddy’s is a little big on me, but I don’t 
mind so much. I like to bury my nose in the fuzzy neck. It 
smells like smoke and those spicy peppermints he’d chew on 
account of trying not to light one of his cigarettes. 
 I found a matchbox and peppermint still in one of the 
pockets and crunched the mint with my teeth the way Ma tells 
me not to, but it was spicy and made me sad to eat it, so I spit 
it out on the dirt, and Chance ate it up real quick. The jacket’s 
sleeves are pretty long, but I like the way they swish when I 
walk, and Darrel says I look like a boy in it. I wear it almost 
every day to school since it’s been getting so cold.
 Ginny’s been keeping me awake with all her crying, but 
I don’t know what’s so bad. Sometimes even after she’s asleep 
she keeps talking. I know because when I whisper her name 
real loud she just keeps crying and saying “Daddy, don’t go.” I 
don’t like it when she does that. It makes me all sad. I know Ma 
said Daddy’s gone away to heaven and ain’t coming back, but I 
don’t think so. Daddy always comes home. It just takes him a 
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while sometimes. Maybe when he does he’ll come see the fort. 
I’ve been working on it everyday. Darrel says I work too much, 
and I’m no fun anymore. He just wants to play cowboys and 
Indians, but I don’t have any time for that. I just want to finish 
the whole thing before Daddy gets home, and then he’ll be real 
proud of me. 
 Right before Larry left to go back up to school, I heard 
Ma whispering to him in the kitchen late at night. Course, I 
wasn’t asleep due to all Ginny’s crying. I could tell that Ma was 
sad, too. She was going on about how I hadn’t cried at all, and 
then Larry said that I was facing a “traumatized situation.” 
I’m not too sure what that means, but Larry’s pretty smart. 
He wants to be a mind doctor and help people who have sad 
brains or people who talk to themselves at night. Maybe he 
could help Ginny. Anyway, Larry said he’s can’t miss anymore 
school or he’ll wind up like Daddy, fixing planes all day, so he’s 
gone now.

*
 The other day, I went in to town to buy some nails for the 
fort with the quarters Larry gave me before he left. The man 
at the store didn’t have a bag to give me, but lucky Daddy’s 
jacket got big pockets. After I got the nails and a piece of gum, 
I decided to stop by the base to look at the big ships and all of 
Daddy’s planes. Maybe he’d surprise me and fly in while I was 
waiting there. 
 Mr. Wallace was at the gate when I got there, and said 
that I could come on in, as I was an honored, distinguished 
guest, and then he smiled at me. It looked a little sad and also 
a little weird because Mr. Wallace never smiles, but also funny 
because he’s missing two teeth in the front row. 
 I walked around the dock for a while just looking at all 
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the long ships and the planes sitting and waiting on the ships, 
but after so much looking around, I started to feel a little sad 
and a little cold. I was thinking about Daddy and wondering 
if he ever really was going to come home because he’s really 
been gone for a while now. He’s got to come back, though. I’m 
almost finished with the fort.
 I decided to take a little break and sat on the bench near 
the gate. I stuck my nose in the jacket because it’s always so 
nice and warm and smells nice. And I was just sitting chewing 
my gum and liking the smell and the feel of the fuzzy part on 
my nose when an old man walked right up to my bench. 
 “Young man.”
 “I’m a girl,” I said, but he didn’t hear me.
 “Young man, just who do you think you are, wearing that 
jacket? Have you no respect for your country and your fathers 
who fought to protect the ground you walk on? How dare you 
wear a flight jacket against military etiquette. You have no 
respect.” 
 His words were so mean and angry that they made me 
cry, but he didn’t care. He just kept going on till he ran out of 
breath and huffed away. I was sad and crying on that bench 
and the more I cried the more I couldn’t stop the crying. I was 
crying and wondering why that man was so mean. Daddy 
always let me wear his jacket when he came home from work. 
Once he even let me bring it to show-and-tell at school. The 
other people looking at the ships turned and looked at me and 
saw me crying, but they just kept on walking. I really wanted 
Daddy to come home. It’s never taken him this long to come 
home before. 
 Mr. Wallace saw the mean old man yelling at me and ran 
up to him. He whispered something in his ear, and the old man 
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stopped yelling and just walked away. Mr. Wallace patted me 
on my shoulder and looked real sad, but said he had to go back 
to the gate. 
 After the crying stopped, I went back to the fort. I took 
the jacket off. It was a little cold, but I didn’t want any more 
mean old men yelling at me. I pulled up a loose board in the 
floor and put the jacket under the ground. Later Ma asked me 
where in the world my jacket was. There was a storm coming, 
for goodness sake. I told her I left it at school. I didn’t tell her 
about the mean old man or about the jacket. I don’t want her to 
worry so much. She always looks so sad these days.
 I wondered, as I helped Ginny scrub the dirty dishes that 
night, if Daddy was coming home. 
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M
asticating reality

sophie ram
os

The First Taste

I’m small where he is big. I’m smooth as silk where he is 
tough as leather. His hands are weather-beaten, wrinkled and 
calloused, but they’re still my hands. Same fingers. Abuela 
always says so. It’s Abuelo’s hands that I remember best. He 
died when I was five.

But when I was three and four I had his hands to myself, 
sitting in the backyard in the sticky Florida air (Florida has 
only one season—Sticky Humid Season). Those hands would 
pull the plastic chair I curled up in closer to his own, adjusting 
me there to his satisfaction before giving a small grunt and 
picking up his knife. “Quieres?” He’d ask, motioning towards 
the oranges placed on the patio table, and I would nod, giggle, 
smile. Never had I ever said no.

Knives were meant to hurt, my grandmas all made that very 
clear every time they waved me out of the kitchen, but in 
Abuelo’s hands it hardly seemed that way. He’d hold his knife 
like an expert whittler and slice through the orange’s skin so 
gently that I knew the poor fruit couldn’t possibly feel hurt. I 
don’t remember what he would say to me in these moments. 
Perhaps he didn’t say anything at all. Perhaps this was just 
as much a moment of meditation for him as it would later 
become for me. Peeling fruit—nature’s therapy.

The thing about oranges is the way they come naturally 
perforated, as though begging for old, leathery hands to pull 
them apart, handing the slices one by one to four-year-old girls 
with big curious eyes, watching as they take their first bites. 
My first memorable taste: tangy, bright, like eating the sun and 
feeling the UV rays dribble quickly down your chin.



Picky Eating

I blame television.

I blame the voracious consumption of moving pictures in 
which kids on screen (who were just like me!) looked upon 
an onion and grimaced, and so I, no more than seven, felt 
like I should grimace too. I blame the systematic overload of 
American insight on what kid’s food should be, and traded 
in my Ropa Vieja, my croquetas and my medianoches for 
a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. For grilled chicken and 
white rice. For cheeseburgers with no fixings, not even a little 
ketchup. 

We went to Yummy Asian again, Mom’s favorite spot, the menu 
like a bottomless pit of exotic foods from far-off planets. Stuff 
that made the eyes of the supposedly more cultured light up 
while I, still small, gazed upon them with confusion and fear. 
There was nothing on this menu that reminded me of school, 
none of it even reminded me of the things I could find in the 
secrecy of my own home. How could a list of dishes make me 
feel so unsafe? So exposed?

I pretended to have a headache. Maybe if I dreamed it hard 
enough, I could actually become allergic to seafood and sushi. 
Maybe.

White Truffle Risotto

It was our first night in New York City ever, our first meal. 
The place  was called Gotham Bar and Grill, tucked away on 
Twelfth Street, and   walking into the restaurant I found myself 
for once without much of an appetite for food. I was holding 
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my father’s hand, tugging him backwards through the entrance 
and failing to budge the much bigger man even an inch. This 
wasn’t the sort of restaurant I was used to. My whole family 
stuck out in our jeans, parkas, and thick wool scarves—we 
couldn’t have been more Florida if we tried, surrounded by 
all these seasoned (pun absolutely intended) locals in their 
minimal layers of clothing. November wasn’t cold, apparently. 
Cold came when the snows did, and since I had never seen 
snow I didn’t know any better. I thought about snow then, 
hiding behind my father and staring nervously at the white 
linen cloths decorating each of the candlelit tables. My favorite 
restaurant at home covered the tables in a similar manner, with 
crinkly white paper that I could write stories on. I didn’t see 
any crayons here for that kind of indulgence.

They sat our party down quickly, underneath an elaborate 
chandelier that glittered under the weight of its own light. It 
made me nervous. What were the odds that such extravagance 
would fall and crush us?

“Still or sparkling?” the waiter asked us, a tiny quiet smile 
creeping onto my face. Apparently, even the water sparkled 
here.

One server placed the menus in our hands while another 
unfolded our napkins and settled them in our laps for us. It 
was a dizzying dance that the restaurant employees obviously 
had perfected, something that awed me. I could never work in 
the service industry, I decided then. I would never be graceful 
enough. A glance at the menu revealed that I would never be 
smart enough, either. As someone who prided herself on her 
love of words it was a strange, sinking feeling of inadequacy 
that plagued me then, the foreign terms suddenly becoming an 



adversary for me. Where were the chicken strips? Where were 
the mashed potatoes? Why was New York already failing to 
provide me the comfort and happiness always promised to me 
by the books I clung to back home? Smile quickly turned into 
a frown as I tried to decipher this code and figure out what on 
this menu was the closest thing to a cheeseburger—and then I 
heard the gasp.

“White. Truffles.”

The proclamation had come from my mother’s best friend 
Michael. A frivolous man even when at his most shy, Michael 
was the person you counted on to make you believe that a jar 
of dirt was actually a jar of gold, if you let him talk fast enough.

I glanced up at him curiously, wondering what sort of verbal 
magic he’d be able to work on something that could have been 
anything in the world for all I knew, and asked the question 
that sent a groan reverberating through my father’s body (he 
was never a fan of Michael’s brand of storytelling). “What’s 
that?”

“What’s that?” he repeated, placing his hand on my arm, eyes 
wide as saucers as he launched into his spiel. His theatrics 
were the best part of my night thus far. “That is an institution, 
Sophia. That is art in food as we know it. Do you know what a 
truffle is?”

“I just asked you,” I giggled back. 

“A truffle is a mushroom found deep in the mountains of Italy. 
They grow underground, and are so unbelievably rare, and the 
only way you can find them is by training pigs to sniff them 
out and dig them up. They are the blood diamonds of the food 
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industry, and tonight, you will try them. We will order it just 
for you.”

I wrinkled my nose. Nothing appealed to me about eating a 
mushroom, particularly not a mushroom sat atop some watery 
rice for the truly jaw-dropping price of $95, as the menu so 
eloquently pointed out in its fancy script. I couldn’t understand 
how something with such a bizarre origin story could become 
the coveted treasure it appeared to be here. My eyes flickered 
towards my father, the only person at the table whom I knew 
would share my sentiments, who would tell me that this posh 
nonsense didn’t have to be the way for me and that I wouldn’t 
have to look at this stupid mushroom that I was relating to 
so much. Feeling like someone had dug me up, called me a 
treasure, and plopped me into a world that I had no business 
in was not the way I had anticipated feeling on my first night in 
New York.

“Just for you,” my father said.

I ordered the plate.

Eyes were on me as soon as the manager of the restaurant 
shook the last shavings of the delicacy onto the steaming 
risotto, the vast responsibility of the first bite resting heavily 
on my shoulders. I lifted my spoon, touching one of the truffle 
shavings with the tip of it and watching it crumble and become 
one with the rest of the ingredients. Could it be so easy, to just 
accept your new station in your world and just blend in with it? 
I didn’t know. I was twelve years old and not quite yet at the age 
where I needed answers to my strangely profound questions. I 
didn’t realize that this one plate, that caused me twenty minutes 
of undeniable anxiety, would launch a gastronomic war within 



me that would eventually lead to food becoming the majority 
of my personality.

Fresh Summit

When I tell people that I regularly attend a Fruit and Vegetable 
Convention, and that it’s one of the biggest and most renowned 
conventions in the world, their faces contort in much the 
same way that yours must be contorting right now. A fruit 
convention? Really?

My first came shortly after the orgasmic white truffle risotto 
and the launching of my teen angst with food. I am stubborn. I 
am firm on my beliefs, even when they are wrong, and I didn’t 
want to believe that the thoughts and ideals I had maintained 
for so long about the things I refused to put in my body could 
be changed. There were enough changes around, with the 
hair sprouting on my body, the uproarious finale of the Harry 
Potter series, these lumps of flesh my Aunt cheekily called 
“sweater meat” beginning to fill out my blouses. The last thing I 
needed to add on to it all were the rumors that your taste buds, 
of all things, could also change with puberty. As far as I was 
concerned, it was propaganda instilled upon us teenagers by 
the enemy: the adults who claimed they’d “been there before” 
and that I would surely “grow out of it,” as though my tongue 
were akin to a shedding snake. A weekend saturated with so-
called food experts, as you can imagine, didn’t quite sound like 
my cup of tea.

And yet, it was better than Disney World, just a hop, skip and 
a jump away from this convention center. Giant multicolored 
advertisements adorned the roofs, scantily clad women 
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paraded around in knock-out stilettos, offering me some of 
the earth’s finest produce—grapes, kiwis, apples, tomatoes, 
avocados, and more juices than I could imagine—in little 
plastic cups. “Have as many as you’d like,” Strangers would say, 
chuckling at the not-so-little girl costumed in Hogwarts Robes, 
handing out business cards for her parents with a wave of her 
wand. No one seemed to mind the lack of professionalism; the 
idea that a little girl could be gaining access to and obtaining 
knowledge from their niche area of the global economy thrilled 
everyone who my father forced me to shake hands with.

Neither these normal fruits and veggies, nor the excess 
attention I was receiving bothered me as much as some of 
the less recognizable things shoved under my nose. Uglifruit. 
Rambutan. Dragonfruit. Mangosteen. It was all unknown and 
all terrifying. I wondered, watching my little sister shovel it 
all into her mouth without a care in the world, if maybe this 
were all a hoax. Poison was in our future, and I was sure of it. 
I didn’t try anything I couldn’t find at my local supermarket 
and prayed that my sister wouldn’t send us packing early to the 
hospital.

Three days like this, enveloping myself in nihilistic thoughts 
and trying not to show them to potential clients, who lived and 
breathed by their rarely-heard-of products. Towards the end of 
the last day, sitting in a seafood restaurant with chicken fingers 
and french fries sitting sadly in a basket before me, my father 
decided to speak.

“You know, Sophie,” he started. He didn’t say it angrily, but 
he wasn’t looking me in the eye. Disappointment, then. “I 
want you to think about the future, when you’re a successful 
businesswoman taking your clients out to fancy restaurants 



trying to convince them to give you a deal. Do you think 
they’re going to want to give their business to the person who 
won’t trade in her pollitos for a filet mignon for the sake of her 
business?”

There was a pause. I turned as red as a persimmon, something 
foreign to me until 48 hours prior. He let out an anguished 
breath. “What are you afraid of?”

Borough Market 

Puberty came and went and with it, some of my theatrics. I 
still scrutinized everything I put in my mouth, but slowly, as 
the years went by, I did indeed trade in my pollitos for a filet 
mignon every once in awhile. I tried mayonnaise and quickly 
found myself addicted. I learned eventually that whether or not 
I picked the onions out of Grandma’s pulled pork sandwiches, 
I still couldn’t taste them. I learned that there were cheeses out 
there other than Kraft Singles, and that I could learn to love 
them, too.

But the fear remained. Whenever I got the chance I still seized 
every opportunity to gorge myself on cheeseburgers and pizza 
instead of trying new things. I had to be coerced into tasting 
things, pretending to give them thought before shrugging 
at the hopeful people sitting down to eat with me. “At least I 
tried it, right?” I would say to them. But putting something in 
your mouth, chewing, and swallowing weren’t the same thing 
as trying. That came later, after decided four months in the 
opposite hemisphere was a great idea.

Food markets aren’t common in Miami the way they are in 
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New York and, as I quickly learned, London. My best friend 
at the time was a food fanatic, a chef in her own right who 
relished in the idea of trying new things fresh off their carts 
and maybe, hopefully, convincing me to eat them with her. 
And she didn’t start gradually. Our first week in the city of gray 
skies, corgis, and Harry Potter, she dragged me to Borough 
Market, one of the most renowned food markets in the world.

It was overwhelming, to say the least.

The market bustled with bodies shoving their way to particular 
stalls. The air was a cacophony of scents, some of which I could 
recognize, some I thought I could recognize, and others that 
were completely lost on me. My friend and I wandered, and 
I could feel my heart hammering far too aggressively in my 
chest.

I thought how ridiculous it would be to go into cardiac arrest 
just because I had too many options of food to choose from.

(Later that semester, when I received a call informing me that 
my mother went into cardiac arrest because she got overexcited 
about a teen vampire show, I would feel less ridiculous).

The trouble was that there were no chicken fingers to choose 
from, no normal burgers made of normal beef to speak of, 
and certainly no fancy bloody French cow to disguise my own 
gastronomical ignorance. I had nowhere to hide, nothing 
considered safe. I had no choice but to try something new, 
and so I did. A burger made of kangaroo meat. The first bite 
was painful, my thoughts flooded with every single cartoon 
kangaroo I had loved in childhood, and I felt like a monster. 
The second bite, which was more meat than bread this time, 
practically punched me in the face with flavor.



I can’t remember the third, fourth, or fifth bites. I can only 
remember looking down at the empty foil, looking back up at 
my best friend, and saying out loud, “Holy fucking shit.”

I lived in the markets from then on, not once settling for 
anything that was chicken or beef, but instead going for things 
entirely new to me. Lamb. Ostrich. Duck. Tofu. Sushi. If a stall 
or a restaurant had any special or unique sauces, I would order 
them. I’d ask the wait staff what the strangest ingredient in the 
kitchen was, and order the dish that contained it. By the end 
of my study abroad program, I had discovered an addiction to 
squid ink pastas. 

I had changed. Perhaps not overnight, but quickly enough. My 
taste buds had never been happier.

The Food Capital of the World

Two years after my semester in London would prove to be 
taxing both for my digestive system and my father’s wallet. I 
refused whole-heartedly to try anything that could be deemed 
“familiar.” When my age finally caught up with my enthusiasm, 
I learned the rules of pairing wines, beers, and cocktails with 
dishes to enhance my experiences. I never left a restaurant 
without a full belly and rosy cheeks. 

It became increasingly important to me that I be 
knowledgeable about the food that people from different 
cultures esteemed. I needed a finger on the pulse of what was 
popular, what wasn’t, what was comforting where and how 
far past the outlandish and taboo line could my palette take. 
I decided to use my last summer as an undergraduate for 
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adventure, a chance to go to New York City for a summer, the 
only place I knew where I could embrace all of my passions 
at once: writing, learning and, most importantly, eating. With 
Mother’s begrudging blessing, I booked my flight, enrolled in 
classes, and disappeared to the north for what I expected to be 
a riveting summer of engaging in culture.

And I got what I wanted, for certain. When The City sings 
to you, it belts out a melody that makes your soul sing, and 
that’s how I felt hammering out piece after piece for each of 
my writing workshops. I learned more about myself and about 
my craft than I ever thought possible, often with a new type of 
cuisine nestled in my lap alongside my words.

Enrolling in a Cultural Capital class helped me to understand 
the addictions I had developed over the years to art, music, 
etiquette, history, literature, and especially food. In short, I was 
a cultural capital junkie and I had come to a drug dealing city.

It was heaven. It was hell. It was euphoric anxiety in all the best 
and worst ways.

But I found myself over the course of the last three months 
on an inadvertent mission. Somehow I found myself engaged 
with old favorites in new ways—trying to find the best gourmet 
burgers in the city, approaching each Cuban restaurant I saw 
like a gazelle, ready to bolt at any moment if the locale proved 
to be anything close to a disappointment. It was getting in 
touch with the things I knew best in a way that was new to me. 
It was recognizing that widening one’s options to a fresh realm 
of possibilities didn’t necessarily mean closing the door on past 
comforts. To actualize my relationship with food, I needed 
to be able to blend both. New York, it seemed, wanted me to 



recognize that.

Home

I dream of family meals. I dream of arriving at home to a 
house full of happy people, salsa music blaring, cigar smoke 
decorating the room, everyone with sangria in hand and the 
intrafamily domino tournament in full swing.

I dream of a coal-fired box slowly roasting an entire pig from 
head to toe, the embers taking their time charring the ears, the 
skin, cooking the beast thorough from the outside in. I dream 
of the sazon that my grandmother drenched the animal in 
before three men carried it out to the backyard and lowered it 
into the china box. I dream of eating every inch of it: skin, ears, 
cheeks, eyes, hooves, tail, even the pig’s bone marrow isn’t safe. 
I dream a dream long past of times when I would have stuck to 
a small helping of white meat and damned the other, beautiful 
parts that deserved just as much affection.

I dream of all the fixings the women in my family will make 
to go along with the roasted meat. White rice and black beans, 
yuca, platanos maduros, tostones, figs wrapped in bacon. 

I dream of dessert in the form of pastelitos made from guava 
and cream cheese. I dream of turron and guava shells. I dream 
of flan. I dream of oranges that I now have to peel myself, the 
sunshine dribbling down my chin and bringing a smile to my 
face. 

And even now, I dream of the homemade chicken nuggets that 
Abuela will make for me, just in case.
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“Untitled” - Leah Panzarino
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